Game
Extreme Giftwrapping
You’ll need several boxes of different sizes, wrapping paper,
oven mitts or gloves, a pair of dice, and a small gift. Place a gift
inside the smallest box and wrap it. Place that box inside a
slightly larger box and wrap it, continuing until you’ve wrapped
the biggest box. Everyone sits in a close circle on the floor. The
first player wears gloves or mitts and the second player holds the
dice. Player one begins unwrapping the box while the second
player rolls the dice trying to get doubles. Player one attempts to
unwrap the box before doubles are rolled. When doubles are
rolled, pass the box and gloves to the second player, the dice to
the third player. The box and dice continues around until the last
box is open. The player opening the last box wins the gift.

Kids Grades 1-6
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Craft
Epsom Salt Snowflake Painting
Materials needed: Epsom salt, white school glue in squeeze
bottle, black or blue construction paper, box or bowl to dump
unused salt into. Draw snowflakes and this weeks Bible verse
on paper with squeeze bottle glue (they can pencil it in first if
they wish). Carefully sprinkle Epsom salt over glue and then
carefully move your paper so that the salt covers every glue
area. Let remaining salt slide off page into a box or bowl.
(NOTE: Do not let the children eat the Epsom salt, as it is a
laxative!)

Bible Skill
Tic Tac Tic Tac Toe
You’ll need to buy enough Tic Tac mint containers for everyone
to have one when the game is over, but buy them in at least two
colors, a “next” type bell or small battery operated touch lights
(shown), review questions for today’s Bible story. Divide into two
teams. The kids line up in two lines. Place bells or touch lights
on table in front of the two lines . Each child lays his hand flat on
the table beside the bell or light. Ask the review question and the
first child who presses the bell or touch light may answer. If the
answer is correct, the child places his team’s color tic tac on the
tic tac toe board. The first team to make a tic tac toe wins! It may
help to put the tic tac toe board on another table to keep the
pieces from shifting.
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